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Starpoint CEO Mike Muldoon Brings Six WW II Vets
Back to Normandy for 75th Anniversary of D-Day
When a young flyer from the
101st Airborne Division of the
U.S. Army took off for the Normandy coast on the morning
of June 6, 1944, he knew he
was in for an adventure, and
it wasn’t long before he found
himself in the worst situation
he could have imagined. The
Germans had flooded the area
in which he was supposed to
land, throwing him off course,
and within an hour he had
been forced down, lost all his
equipment, and was a German
prisoner. Being captured by the
Germans was not good for anyone, but for this young man it
was even worse. He was Jewish, and Jews captured in Nazi-held territory in
1944 had little chance of attaining their Old
Testament allotment of three score and ten.
But our hero was a quick thinker. He was
from Chicago and noticed that his interrogators seemed to know a lot about the Midwest
city and particularly its notorious underworld.
The young flier managed to convince the Germans that he was closely connected to gangster kingpin Al Capone. By June 1944, the
more astute Germans knew that the jig was
up and their best hope was to negotiate with
the United States and England rather than the
Soviet Union. Apparently, they were more
afraid of Al Capone than they were of the U.S.
Army, and when they became convinced that
he knew Capone, they sent the young pilot to
a prison that was mild by German standards.
He spent the rest of the war there and returned
to the United States when the fighting ended.

His next visit to Normandy was equally as
exciting but much more pleasant. He was part
of a group of veterans from the 82nd Airborne,
the 101st Airborne, and the 29th Division (which
landed on Utah Beach) who were flown by
Starpoint Resorts CEO Mike Muldoon to the
site of the D-Day invasion to commemorate
the 75th anniversary of the battle. The 75th
anniversary was a big event, for it is the last
major milestone in which surviving participants can be honored. By the 100th anniversary, memories of the men and women who
were part of it will be all that remain.
“Anyone who knows me,” Muldoon
said, “knows of my deep passion for the veteran community. My father served with the
Marines in the South Pacific and my uncle was
a lieutenant colonel who served in France.”
Mike planned to enroll in his college ROTC
program when fate interceded in the form of

a serious accident that affected
him for three to four years and
prevented him from following a
military career.
It didn’t prevent him from
becoming a champion of veterans and the U.S. Military. He
serves on the National Leadership Council for the Navy Seal
Foundation and actively supports similar organizations.
When he heard that private citizens were needed to transport
vets back to France for the anniversary, he quickly volunteered
his time and money.
Muldoon’s entourage ranged
in age from 93 to 103, and he
was concerned about their ability to weather
the all-night, eight-hour flight in the chartered
Gulfstream 4. Therefore, he brought along
a Navy Seal to help him care for their nonagenarian and centenarian crew. “I was really
worried about getting them there safely” Muldoon said. “One thing I wanted to do was be
sure to keep them hydrated, so when we were
about to take off, I asked if everyone wanted
water. Someone yelled, ‘Water, hell, how
about a beer?’” Beer it was.
There was beer and there was a lot of conversation. “It was 100% about their wartime
experiences,” Muldoon said. “They are fully
engaged in life and have not laid down the
sword.” One vet said that he landed as part of
a platoon of 40 men and, within an hour, there
were only eight left. None of the veterans had
been back to France after completing their
combat service and the return visit unleashed
(continued on next page)

“The mindset of the World War II vets was totally different. They went off to war and
they weren’t coming back until they won. That makes you think a little differently.”
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a torrent of stories about their experiences of
75 years ago.
When the Gulfstream touched down, it
was greeted by reporters from French television, who interviewed the men who had
helped liberate their country three quarters
of a century earlier. For the next several days,
there were battlefield tours, dinners, and,
most importantly, the June 6 ceremony featuring U.S. President Donald Trump and French
President Emmanuel Macron. Mike and his
vets sat on the podium about 20 feet from the
two presidents as they spoke to the massive
crowds.
When everyone arrived back in the United
States, Mike took stock of what he had experienced. He’s spent a lot of time with veterans and military personnel, but he somehow
thought these men were a little different. A
subsequent luncheon with a pair of Navy
Admirals helped him understand why.
The men who served in combat in World
War II, they told him, were different than those
who served in later wars. World War II soldiers
were in for the duration, fighting until the
war was over. About 40 or 50 years ago, the
military shifted to a deployment model, under
which soldiers are sent to combat zones for a

specified time period and then rotated out to
non-combat areas. “If you know you’re going
to be in a combat zone for twelve months,”
Muldoon said, “and you make it through the
first eleven, you tend to become very risk
averse. The mindset of the World War II vets
was totally different. They went off to war
and they weren’t coming back until they won.
That makes you think a little differently.”

On their first visit to Normandy, a group of
young men faced all the firepower the German
high command could muster. On the second,
a group of elderly heroes received the plaudits
of two heads of state and the appreciation of
two nations. It was a good week.

Standing Tall

Jeff Stern of Holland and Knight Looks Back on
40 Years in the Timeshare Industry
His tall, lanky frame is topped by a somewhat
tousled mane of hair. He lives and works
in Washington, D.C. but is widely known
throughout the country for his honesty and
forthright character. Perhaps his greatest talent is leading people with dramatically opposing viewpoints to common ground.
No, it’s not Abraham Lincoln—it’s Jeff
Stern, one of the best lawyers in the timeshare
industry. For almost forty years, Jeff has been
working with some of the largest players
in the industry on some of its biggest deals,
including financing, mergers and acquisitions,
and securitizations.
Lawyers run in the Stern family, and Jeff
spent several summers during his college and

law school years working for his uncles’ law
practice. At that time, he was very interested
in politics, and saw a career in law as a natural
progression toward that field. After earning
an undergraduate degree at Trinity College
in Connecticut and a law degree at George
Washington University, Jeff joined the small
Washington firm of Ingersoll and Bloch in
1979.
“I had a most unusual interview with Stu
Bloch,” Jeff recalled. “We had a very wideranging discussion that lasted four hours
and occasionally touched on the practice of
law. I wanted to go to a small firm like Ingersoll, which only had five or six attorneys at
(continued on next page)
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that point, rather than be a cog in a big law
machine, and I accepted their offer.”
Ingersoll and Bloch was a great place for a
young attorney to learn about the law. “The
two partners were complete opposites,” Jeff
said. “Bill (Ingersoll) was a terrific technical
lawyer, a very serious and respected practitioner, and Stuart was just so flamboyant and a
great rainmaker.”
When Jeff joined the firm, it had a specialty in interstate land sale regulation. “We
were very involved with ARDA (which initially
represented land developers),” Jeff recalled,
“and as timeshare took root in ARDA in the
early ‘80s, the firm followed.” It wasn’t long
before Ingersoll and Bloch was one of the preeminent firms serving the timeshare industry.
Approximately 20 years ago, Ingersoll and
Bloch merged with Holland and Knight, a
large national firm with attorneys versed in virtually every aspect of law. Ingersoll and Bloch
was representing Marriott’s timeshare division
and Holland and Knight was handling the
hotel side of the company, and after becoming familiar with each other, the firms decided
to merge.
The advantage of working for a firm like
Holland and Knight is the resources they
provide for complex situations. “I’m not
sure I could survive with a small firm today,”
Jeff said. “For so many of the things we do,
like cross-border transactions, fee for service
arrangements, mergers and acquisitions and
complex financings, we need the expertise
from specialty practitioners from across the
firm. We have the timeshare knowledge and
credibility in our area and get the support we
need from other areas of the law firm.”
The downside of working in a large firm
is bureaucracy, which turned out not to be
an impediment at Holland and Knight. “We
came to the firm as a proven commodity,” Jeff
said, “and my group of lawyers was able to
spend the vast majority of our time working
and generating new business.”
Jeff’s initial attraction to politics has been
satisfied by the lobbying work he has done for
ARDA in the area of federal legislation. Perhaps
his greatest service to the industry involved
Congress’s attempt to include the timeshare
industry in the mortgage requirements of the
Dodd-Frank legislation. Had that occurred, it
would have had a very serious impact upon

the timeshare business model. Jeff and ARDA
were able to convince legislators that timeshare financing was different than mortgage
lending and that the industry was a significant
creator of jobs. The final result was an invaluable carve-out for timeshare loans from the
Dodd Frank mortgage and truth-in-lending
statutory requirements.
Jeff has been involved in negotiating some
of the most prominent timeshare transactions
of the past two decades, including the acquisition of Hyatt’s and Starwood’s timeshare
divisions by ILG, the acquisition of Silverleaf by
Cerberus and the subsequent sale of Silverleaf
to Orange Lake. He represents both lenders
and developers in financing transactions, and
has worked with Colebrook on some large
loans.
In many of these cases, the job requires one
tablespoon of psychology for each teaspoon
of legal knowledge. About two years ago, Jeff
represented one of Colebrook’s borrowers in
a complex transaction that involved numerous
parties, some of which were very contentious.
There was more than one occasion when it
seemed the deal would wither and die, and
each time Jeff sorted out the issues, soothed
wounded egos, found a palatable solution,
and eventually got things back on track. It
wouldn’t have closed without him.
For many people, the stress of transactions
like that would drive them to a different profession, or at least a more peaceful segment of
the practice of law. But for Jeff, it is the most
fulfilling and rewarding part of his job, being
able to facilitate a solution and bring order to
a difficult situation. It’s somewhat like social
work, but the pay is much better.
What, in the opinion of Jeff Stern, does the
future hold for timeshare? “There’s so much
consolidation,” he began, “and any remaining
independent developer is an acquisition target. If they want to be acquired, they can be,
but if they want to remain independent, they
can do that, since they’re already doing so successfully. But I don’t envision new independents coming in to traditional timeshare. They
will be selling travel clubs or similar products,
but I don’t see them in traditional timeshare
because of the significant capital costs and
barriers to entry.”
What about product development?
“Everyone’s talking about short-term product, which overcomes the objection of being
locked into a maintenance fee forever. I know

there are accounting concerns in that area. I’m
not an expert, but I think short-term product
with renewal rights would be attractive as an
alternative to traditional timeshare.
“The biggest change we’ve seen over the
past couple of decades is divorcing the timeshare product from the real estate component. For most offerings today, the real estate
is held by a trust with the developer selling
points directly to the consumer, and I think
that’s proven to be the more successful model.
It’s more flexible and more cost-effective than
selling the real estate directly. Real estate can
get unwieldy, especially when use periods are
less than a week and the real estate is divided
into very small fractions.”
The Chronicle sports editor has had the
pleasure of attending several baseball games
with Jeff and learned that he is a very knowledgeable and enthusiastic fan. He also happens to be good friends with several members
of the Lerner family, which owns the Washington Nationals team. Does he ever see himself
becoming involved in the franchise? “Well,”
Jeff said, “they now have a car that brings
relief pitchers from the bullpen to the mound,
and if I retire, I think I could do a very good
job of driving that car.” With his deep, distinctive voice, Jeff would be a natural for the
job of public address announcer, and perhaps
you should keep a sharp ear tuned when you
watch future Nationals games. In the meantime, however, Jeff Stern is busy lobbying and
closing timeshare deals, and driving the bullpen car will have to wait.
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Global Connections Forms New Partnership
Colebrook’s longtime customer Global Connections (http://www.exploregci.com) recently
partnered with Maui Tickets for Less, managed by marketer Yassir Shalabi, to form
Global Hawaii Travel. Global Hawaii will sell
the company’s vacation club product, Global
Discovery, from sales offices in Lahaina and
Kehei. “Yassir reached out to me,” said Global
Connections CEO Tom Lyons. “He was selling
another travel club, not having great success,
and I convinced him he could do much better
with our product.”
Global Connections, which has been
owned and operated by Lyons since 1996,
sells its product through distributors in various
locations throughout the United States. Most
of the distributors have been with Global for
many years, some almost since inception.
“We don’t lose distributors,” Lyons said. “We
screen people pretty closely before we let
them sell our product, and if we want to get
into a new market, I’d just as soon have one
of our existing distributors do it rather than
sign up someone new. We’re always open
to bringing in new people, like in Maui, but
if I’ve got someone who really knows what
they’re doing, I’d rather have them be the one
to open up a new territory.”
The Chronicle asked Lyons why a distributor should sell the Global product rather than
another travel club product. “We charge the
distributor more up front,” he began, “and
we always get resistance. I tell them, ‘Do
the math.’ Yes, our product costs more, but
that’s because it’s a better product. The closing rates are higher, the sales price is higher,
we have very good financing (including a line
from Colebrook) and the best thing for the
distributors is that there are no chargebacks.
Once we approve the credit of a buyer, it’s
up to us to fulfill the product and collect the
receivable.”
“I started out as a door-to-door salesman,” Lyons said. “One of the worst things
that could ever happen to me was to be having a great sales week and then get charged
back for some old sales because someone
didn’t pay. I’d done what I was supposed to
do. We don’t do that to our distributors. If
the owner doesn’t pay, that’s our problem.”
The vacation club is a concept that covers
a lot of ground, and there are vast differences

Tom Lyons, CEO of Global Connections

between the various forms. The main difference between Global and other clubs is that
while most clubs access third party accommodations, Global owns resort properties
equivalent to about 28% of its total inventory,
including projects in Florida, Colorado, and
Tennessee. Approximately 70% of the total
inventory is either owned or under long term
leases, which is a sharp departure from the
typical travel club model.
One of Global’s resorts is Beso Del Sol,
located in Dunedin, Florida. Recently, Lyons
partnered with an experienced restauranteur

to open The Rusty Lyon (https://www.rustylyon.com), an upscale sports bar and restaurant located not far from the resort. The
facility has a rooftop bar, an extensive lunch
and dinner menu, and a wide assortment
of bourbons and draft beers. The Chronicle
food critic recently dined there and gave the
establishment his highest rating, particularly
noting the savory, award-winning Cajun Lobster chowder.
Operating businesses unrelated to the
travel industry is nothing new for Tom Lyons.
For several years, he has owned and operated
a chain of boxing/exercise facilities for men
and women called Title Boxing Club (https://
titleboxingclub.com). Lyons’ principal partner
in this venture is former boxer and referee
Danny Campbell. Campbell had the expertise
and Lyons had the capital and business acumen, and in 2008 they joined forces to open
the first club. From its modest beginnings,
the business has grown to include more than
200 locations in 22 states and three foreign
countries. As the company expanded, Lyons
took in additional investors, including New
Orleans Saints quarterback Drew Brees.
Should Brees’s Saints ever face Lyon’s beloved
Kansas City Chiefs in the Super Bowl, the
issue might have to be settled in one of Title
Boxing’s rings.
The energy and vitality Tom Lyons brought
to the restaurant and boxing industries is
reflected most of all in his development of the
Global Discovery product, one of the most
unique and desirable offerings in the vacation
club industry.
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Melinda Smith Miramant Joins Colebrook as
Chief Financial Officer
Some

of us look to baseball for business
analogies. We “hit it out of the park” or perhaps we “strike out” on a deal. Sometimes in
business we do better than they do in baseball, where even the best hitters make outs
70% of the time. In the almost 150 years of
major league baseball, 118 players have hit a
home run in their first at bat. Of the thousands of men who’ve played major league
ball, none has ever hit home runs in their first
two plate appearances.
At Colebrook, we’ve just made our third
new hire since starting the business in 2003.
We hit home runs with Tom Petrisko and
Maria Stublarec and we expect to repeat a
third time with Melinda Miramant. How can
Colebrook do what Babe Ruth, Willie Mays,
and Mickey Mantle were unable to do? The
answer is simple. We cheat.
Tom worked with the Colebrook partners
for five years in the banking industry and
Maria was a contract worker at Colebrook
for more than five years before joining the
team. Melinda’s situation is similar. She has
been a Senior Manager for our independent
accounting firm since we engaged them
several years ago. She’s managed the relationship every year and already knows a lot
about our company. We know a lot about
her accounting knowledge, work ethic, and
interpersonal skills, and we’re confident she
will be as good a fit as Tom and Maria.
Melinda is a native of our headquarters
city of Middletown who graduated from local
schools before earning a degree in accounting from the University of Rhode Island. “My
father ran his own small business and my
mother worked in retail,” she said, “and they
encouraged me to major in a field that would
give me a good background in business.
They thought that if I had an understanding
of the business world, there were a number
of things I could do. I’d taken a couple of
accounting courses in high school and really
liked it, so I decided to major in accounting.”
In those days, college students who
excelled in accounting were directed toward
a single career path—working for one of
the Big Four accounting firms. Melinda dutifully followed that path and took a job with
PricewaterhouseCoopers. She did well and

was well-compensated, but
couldn’t shake the feeling
that something was missing.
“I was just tying out
numbers,” she recalled. “I
was shifted from account to
account and wasn’t able to
build any relationships. Our
clients were typically large
firms with good systems
and not a lot of glaring
weaknesses. I didn’t think I
was contributing a lot to the
clients and, frankly, thought
I was overpaid for what I
was doing.”
During her tenure with
PwC, Melinda passed the
CPA exam and fulfilled most
of her experience requirement. By that time, she
realized she wanted to be
part of a smaller organization where she could have
a greater and more direct
impact on the company and its clients.
In 2000, Mahoney and Sabol was a small
firm with big ambitions. There were five partners and about a dozen employees in total,
and when Melinda joined the practice, she
found the challenge she was seeking. “I got
much more involved with our clients,” she
said. “They needed help in many areas and
needed our solutions. I spent a lot of time
with the CFOs and the bookkeepers and we
provided service, not just financial statements
and tax returns.”
Over the years, Melinda was promoted to
senior manager and Colebrook became one
of her accounts. When Jim Bishop decided
to retire, Melinda was our #1 prospect to succeed him. Our question was whether Colebrook was her #1 prospect, or if she would
even consider changing jobs.
It turned out that she wasn’t looking for a
job, but when we came calling, she listened.
Apparently, Melinda liked what we had to say
because she accepted our offer. “I want this
to be my last move,” she told the Chronicle.
“I know the group, I’ve seen the great office
atmosphere, and I’m looking forward to

learning something new. I think I can learn
not only from Jim, but also from Maria, whose
public accounting background is a little different than mine.” Jim and Melinda worked
in tandem through the end of the first quarter of 2020, through the completion of the
annual financial statements and tax returns.
Melinda lives in Cheshire, Connecticut
with her husband Jay, the principal of Brookside School in New Britain, and their two
daughters, Grace and Avery. She is an avid
reader and bicyclist, though not at the same
time. With two active children, sports are a
big part of the family’s life at this point. We
at Colebrook are delighted to welcome her to
our family.
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Financing Our Way Through a Pandemic
By Bill Ryczek
Colebrook Financial Company
The

timeshare industry has survived recessions, near-depressions, stock market crashes,
and weather disasters too numerous to mention, but it has never faced anything quite like
the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. The industry
was healthy and growing and the economy
was clicking smoothly along when, without
warning, everything came to a screeching halt.
Under quarantine there is no travel. With no
travel there is no travel industry and without a
travel industry there is no timeshare.
At this time, almost all timeshare resorts are
shuttered and while a limited number of sales
are being consummated on-line or over the
phone, there is virtually no face-to-face sales
activity. For an industry almost entirely reliant
on face-to-face selling, that’s a show-stopper.
The majority of sales and marketing personnel have been laid off or furloughed. Many
property managers are taking advantage of
the down time to do a deep cleaning of their
properties and marketing managers are working to improve their tour generation channels
but mostly it’s waiting—waiting for this to
end.
For finance companies like Colebrook,
no sales means no new loan volume. We’ve
funded a few on-line and telephone sales and
some developers have drawn on line availability
to tide them over the next couple of months,
but volume is only about 25% of normal levels.
With our low overhead, we can handle that.
Our biggest question is what will happen
to the loans already on our books. A sales
shutdown makes it difficult to service acquisition and construction debt, but we don’t have
many loans in that category. Our loans are
mostly secured by consumer receivables.
Prior to the 2008 financial meltdown, skeptics said that in troubled times, a timeshare
loan would be the first thing consumers would
stop paying. During the subsequent recession,
that proved false, as most timeshare portfolios
held up while the residential mortgage market
collapsed.
We are now faced with another major
test—the mass unemployment created by
the Corona pandemic. Knowing that some

consumers have lost their jobs and may be
temporarily unable to service their debt, Colebrook has authorized its developer clients
to offer deferments of 1-3 payments with a
consumer certification of income interruption.
The deferred payments would be added to the
end of the note.
Requests for deferrals have been less
numerous than anticipated, as an unprecedented array of federal subsidies, including direct stimulus payments, supplemental
unemployment compensation, and Payroll
Protection Plan loans, has cushioned the financial blow. Either through continuing employment or government subsidy, the vast majority
of American workers is receiving regular cash
payments of some kind.
Government subsidies are a temporary
ameliorant, however, and we are in uncharted
waters. It was therefore with no small degree
of trepidation that we awaited the remittance
of lockbox collections at the end of March and
April. Thus far, the results are encouraging, as
described elsewhere in this issue.
For large companies, the health and future
of the securitization market is critical. It shut
down almost completely during the crisis of
2008, but that was a liquidity issue. Interest
rates are at historic lows and most experts
predict they will remain there for an extended

period. Since interest rates on timeshare consumer loans haven’t changed since the Carter
Administration, there is significant arbitrage to
protect securitized receivables against increasing defaults. Under most foreseeable scenarios, the securitization market should continue
to be accessible, if there are any receivables to
securitize.
As for our customer base, the clients we’re
concerned about are those we were watching
closely before this situation arose. Those that
entered the crisis in good shape have staying
power and most have obtained forgivable SBA
financing to cover payroll. We’re watching
portfolio cash flow with heightened diligence
and have been sharing that information, without disclosing client or customer identities,
with our developer clients in order that they
may work their own portfolios more effectively.
Homeowners’ associations play a critical
role in the timeshare industry and their success
is a key to portfolio performance. Many associations collect their assessments in a single
payment due at the beginning of the year, and
those entities have collected the majority of
their 2020 dues. Since the resorts are closed,
operating expenses will be well below budget and most associations should survive the
year intact. An increasing number of HOAs,
(continued on next page)
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however, rely on rental income, which will be
significantly lower in 2020, and they are more
likely to have problems. In addition, associations that rely on developer subsidies will suffer if the financial condition of the developer
is impaired.
The most difficult questions are: When will
this be over and what will happen when it’s
over? It appears that there will be a gradual
re-opening of the economy that will vary
by region, dependent on the severity of the
local impact. Regardless, it’s pretty evident
that it will be some time before we return to
pre-pandemic conditions. For the timeshare
industry, the keys will be how quickly travel
restrictions are lifted, how soon resorts will
re-open and area attractions become available
in a way that they can be enjoyed by tourists,
and how receptive consumers will be to the
public contact necessary for the resumption of
sales activity.
A credible case can be made for a variety
of possibilities. Optimists (with which the
timeshare industry abounds) say that consumers will be so sick and tired of being confined
to their homes that the demand for travel will
skyrocket. Pessimists (with which the financial
community abounds) say that consumers will
be so spooked by the possibility of contamination that they will be hesitant to travel even
after restrictions are lifted. The truth is likely
to lie somewhere in the middle, but no one
can be certain of where on the spectrum it will
land.
Will crisis bring about change? Will the
sales process, which has remained essentially
the same since the inception of the industry,
evolve? Will telephone and on-line sales,
now done out of necessity, become more
prevalent? Thus far, these methods have been
utilized primarily with in-house sales, but perhaps they could be adapted to new prospects.
We are also seeing an increasing number of
developers expressing an interest in electronic
documents and vaulting.
As Winston Churchill said, there is opportunity in calamity, and 2020 is clearly a year of
chaos. Developers and lenders who emerge in
good condition will probably find opportunity,
for resorts that were teetering prior to the crisis
may become acquisition targets. Buyers will
need to be careful, for unlike the aftermath of
a natural disaster, there will not be a definable
end to this disruption. When the rain stops

and the wind subsides, the hurricane is over.
But until there is a cure and/or vaccine, this crisis will remain with us, either overtly or lurking
threateningly in the background.
I opened this article by listing the crises the
timeshare industry has faced during the 40+
years we’ve been in the business. Throughout
these tribulations, one lesson that has come
through loud and clear is that Americans cling
to their vacations with a tenacity that almost
defies logic. It’s therefore hard to envision a
long-term scenario where the travel industry
doesn’t bounce back. We’re ready to bounce
back with it.

Reprinted with permission, Resort Trades, a media product of The Trades Publishing Company.

Editor’s Note

I hope this finds you, your families, and your businesses
well. This issue was ready for distribution about the time
that the COVID-19 crisis became acute; we realized that
people had more pressing matters than reading the
Chronicle and therefore decided to hold off publication.
We’ve updated the content to deal with COVID and retained
the features that have no time sensitivity.

Portfolio
Performance
In

our original layout, this space was to be
occupied by an article on industry statistics taken from the latest ARDA report. But
when COVID-19 shut down the American
economy, particularly the travel industry, we
decided that past history is not especially relevant to today’s changing circumstances. We
have therefore substituted this article examining the effect of the economic slowdown
on what is most important to the health of
Colebrook, its customers, and its banks—our
receivable portfolios.
The portfolios have historically demonstrated excellent performance, as seen below.
Current

60 Days

12/31/17

94.36%

3.25%

12/31/18

95.38%

2.17%

12/31/19

95.45%

2.60%

03/31/20

95.00%

2.79%

The financial impact of the pandemic
began in mid-March, and the statistics for
the first quarter of 2020 were not impacted.
The great unknown beyond 3/31 was the
performance of those portfolios as unemployment skyrocketed and business shutdowns
remained in place.
As noted in another article, Colebrook
has granted its customers limited discretion
to grant deferrals of 1-3 months to consumers whose income has been interrupted by
the COVID-19 situation. This makes current
delinquency statistics not directly comparable
to those of prior periods. We will therefore

examine the monthly cash flow from our 39
portfolios, comparing current cash inflows
with the baseline of the average amount of
collections for the six-month period ending in
February 2020.
It is expected that there will be a slight
decline in collections for two reasons: First,
fundings in April and May have been minimal,
consisting of backlog plus telephone and online sales, which resulted in declining portfolio
balances. Second, cash flow includes payoffs,
which typically peak in the first 60 days after
the sale date. Without new sales, payoffs
have declined.
Cash flow in March, April and May has
been surprisingly good.
Month

% of baseline COVID Deferrals

March

96.33%

0.00%

April

93.16%*

0.85%

May

89.15%*

1.40%

*April and May percentages have been adjusted to account for a loan that paid in full during
March. Collections under that portfolio were
removed from the baseline. Some May information was unavailable at press time. The
numbers presented above are based upon 36
of 39 precincts reporting, with an adjusted
baseline.
While collections are good, the level of
deferrals is even more encouraging. The April
figure was much lower than we anticipated,
although May is up slightly, as the enduring
downturn had a greater impact. It appears
the massive government subsidies that were
distributed so widely and quickly enabled
most consumers to make their loan payments.
Timeshare owners in aggregate have a much

higher demographic profile than the average
American which may be the reason our portfolios have held up. A clearer picture should
emerge when government subsidies end and
we learn how many of the unemployed will
be re-hired.
Thus far, our portfolios are holding up
as well as we could hope under the circumstances. Further, the structure of Colebrook’s
loans allows for some slippage in portfolio performance without creating losses to the company. While our bankers report that 20-30%
of their commercial portfolios are in a payment deferral status, all of Colebrook’s loans
are current and performing, as are all our own
obligations. We expect that to continue. We
have not applied for any SBA loans or grants
and are comfortably meeting expenses. Our
business model is geared to withstand shock;
it was successful in 2008-9 and we believe it
will carry us through the current crisis. We further believe that companies that pass through
the crisis successfully will find opportunity as
the economy re-awakens. We will be actively
seeking those opportunities.

